Door Opening
Solutions for
Healthcare
Environments

F R O M C U R B TO C O R E ––

Complete Door Opening Solutions for your

Healthcare Facility

ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions combine the expertise of the industry’s most
knowledgeable door-opening experts with a comprehensive product offering unparalleled
in the marketplace to help navigate your entire project—from design and specification
through occupancy and ongoing management. Our innovative technologies, coupled with
expertise on specifications, design, support and code compliance, uniquely position us to
help you design or upgrade your facility—with safe, secure, beautiful and sustainable
doors and hardware.

Expert Support

A Broad Array of Products

Whether it’s new construction or a retrofit
application, we offer resources for all phases
of your project:
• Architectural and specification consulting

From the building envelope to interior doors,
cabinets and lockers, no opening is too big or
too small to be secured. Some of our unique
offerings include:

• Building Information Modeling (BIM)
support with ASSA ABLOY Openings Studio

• Key systems for any size building, with
varying levels of protection

• Educational programs, including online,
hands-on, and continuing education credit

• Attack/bullet/blast-resistant, severe weather
and acoustic control specialty doors and frames

• Site surveys and one-on-one consultations

• Hardware compatible with a wide variety of
manufacturers’ access control platforms

• E xpert compliance support for local,
national and third-party sustainability
codes and standards

• Third-party verified doors and hardware to
significantly reduce energy consumption
• Various locking options, including smart
locks, electromechanical strikes and
electromagnetic locks

Offering Healthcare Facilities
Expert Door Solutions
and Services
Each healthcare environment is unique and
requires a solutions-based mindset to integrate
patient and staff safety and well-being,
acoustics, energy efficiency, access control,
security and asset protection in a comprehensive
yet convenient way.
Likewise, each door opening within a healthcare
facility requires careful consideration of its
function and use. Each opening must be assessed
for purpose, patient and staff safety, ease of
use, access restrictions and even speed. Despite
these complex needs, many healthcare facilities
are tempted to employ a one-size-fits-all
solution. However, customized solutions for
each door opening are possible—and painless—
with expert help from ASSA ABLOY.

The ASSA ABLOY Security
Continuum
With the broadest range of security options
in the industry, ASSA ABLOY Group brands
can provide everything from mechanical
keys to intelligent openings. Our array of
technologies — known as the Security
Continuum — pairs the appropriate locking
technology with the specific requirements
and risks of each opening. This customized
approach ensures proper application of access
control products and keeps costs in line.
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True Collaboration Yields Healthy Outcome for Parkland Hospital

C A SE
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From the ASSA ABLOY perspective, the planned
construction of the new Parkland Hospital in Dallas
was a dream project – both for the challenge and
the opportunity.
Parkland Memorial Hospital, built in the 1950s, has
a storied past as the facility where President John
F. Kennedy was brought after he was shot by an
assassin. Over the years it has grown in scope and
size to become a world-class medical institution.
As a public hospital and renowned teaching facility,
Parkland serves a wide range of patients with
complex needs.
Unique Solutions for a Unique Environment
Parkland wanted to emulate the upscale feel of
modern hospitals but depends on solutions that
serve the unique requirements of the hospital
environment, such as easy-cleaning doors that
contribute to the sterile environment, key systems
with long patent lives to eliminate duplication of
keys, and secure areas for infants.
Take the doors, for example. Since they have to
be cleaned constantly, doors cannot be made
of wood, which is porous, or plastic laminate,
which can chip. Instead, the team was able to
supply a superior product that fused the paper
to the door to prevent chips. “With one product,
we could improve the functionality, sterility
and maintenance,” said Mel Ray, principal of
ASSA ABLOY Door Security Solutions of the
Southwest team. They also recommended a
key system that had the longest patent life on
the market at the time. To fulfill the need for
aesthetics, they used a designer custom lever.
Working across divisions, ASSA ABLOY was able
to offer a complete suite of products that met
Parkland’s stringent requirements for design,
durability, sterility and security. The types of
products represented included hollow metal
doors and frames from Security Metal Products;
Rite Door integrated openings; locking devices
from Corbin Russwin; door closers from Norton
and Rixson; McKinney, Pemko and Markar
hinges; electronic access control products from
ASSA ABLOY Electronic Security Hardware and
Corbin Russwin; Rockwood trim; and swing door

operators, operating room and exterior automatic
doors from ASSA ABLOY Entrance Systems.
A Collaborative Effort
ASSA ABLOY collaborated with architects HDR
and Corgan Associates and partner Performance
Door and Hardware to outfit the facility from top
to bottom. The security and facility personnel were
particularly impressed with the ability to tap sister
companies to provide the solutions necessary to
meet the diverse set of needs.
While ASSA ABLOY’s vast product line was a key
part of the equation, Mel believes that the “people
factor” was equally critical.
”The fact that we had a dedicated team throughout
the process showed our commitment,” Mel said.
Over the course of the six-year project, 14 team
members were involved, overseeing the project
at every level.
Because of the internal collaboration, they were
able to ensure that the doors, hardware and other
solutions worked together. By having a single point
of contact working among all the manufacturers, it
was easy to solve issues and present a united front.
“With a job of this size and scope, it really was
amazing how successful the installations went.
That’s due to the quality of the manufacturers,
but also the synergy with which the entire team
worked,” Mel said.

Controlling Entry and Exit at the Perimeter
Healthcare facilities can be difficult to secure, especially along the perimeter, where the public has
ready access. Facilities need specialized solutions that can project a welcoming façade yet keep patients
and staff safe.

P ER I M E T ER

Bollards from ASSA ABLOY Group brand Ameristar
Security Products protects the building from vehicles
and creates a safe pedestrian walkway.

Fencing from Ameristar, like the Montage Plus Majestic
shown above, helps guide visitors toward openings and
restricts access to the grounds of the facility.

Securing Critical
Healthcare Entrances

Preventing Unauthorized
Access and Egress

Perimeter security is more than just fences.
Facilities can protect critical entrances from
vehicular accidents and attacks with bollards.
These reinforced posts provide a safe barrier
around vulnerable entrances like the emergency
department and allow staff a safe space to
provide transitional care. They can also help
with traffic flow around the facility and protect
pedestrian walkways.

Perimeter security provides the first line of
defense for critical facilities such as hospitals.
While keeping intruders out is the top priority,
sometimes keeping patients in is just as
important. Memory care, senior living and
behavioral health facilities are all challenged by
unauthorized patient departures. Fencing can
provide a safe outdoor space to enhance patient
well-being while securing these populations.

For more perimeter solutions, visit www.ameristar.com

Optimizing the Building Envelope

Energy Efficient Steel Stif

As a critical component of any building’s envelope, exterior door openings provide security,
reduce energy loss and allow convenient access to the facility.

Features and Options
Standard Features

• 18 Gauge face sheets, 16 gauge optional
• 16 Gauge inverted end channels welded
to both face sheets for added strength
• 14 Gauge closer reinforcement

Available Sizes

• 4’0” x 8’0” Maximum single,
8’0” x 8’0” maximum pair

Material

• Cold rolled or galvanneal steel

Core

• 22 Gauge steel stiffeners spaced every
6” apart with injected polyurethane foam

Edge Construction

• Mechanically interlocked, hemmed
vertical edge seams
• Seamless edges available

Hardware Reinforcements

ASSA ABLOY UniTurn automatic revolving doors provide
• Reinforcing for most lock preps,
a welcoming and energy efficient entrance for your
including concealed hardware
healthcare facility.
• 7 Gauge steel hinge reinforcements

Paint

Insulated doors and frames from Group brands
Ceco Door, Curries and Fleming reduce energy leakage
on the building envelope.
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The IN Series locks from Corbin Russwin and Sargent are
available in either Aperio®, WiFi or Power-over-Ethernet
technologies, offering a streamlined access control solution
that can use any credential including mobile phones.

Door assemblies tested to withstand hurricane and
tornado-level destruction are available from Group
brands Ceco Door, Curries and Fleming.

Streamlining Access Control

Withstanding the Storm

Controlling access to a healthcare facility is a
major challenge when demands for quality,
code compliance, design and functionality
also need to be met. ASSA ABLOY enables
healthcare administrators and staff to control
access using one credential while meeting
stringent requirements for emergency, fire
and life-safety situations. Specialized locking
solutions can be tailored to unique security
requirements through a wide range of
technologies and devices.

Local codes and geography determine whether
specialized door openings are needed to
protect your facility against hurricanes and
tornadoes. ASSA ABLOY offers door opening
assemblies that are third-party certified to
meet windstorm and tornado resistance codes
to ensure your healthcare facility will continue
normal operations and serve the community
in a weather-related crisis.

For our entire portfolio of electronic access control
solutions, visit www.intelligentopenings.com

Designing the Physical Environment to Aid Healing
In the effort to improve patient outcomes, today’s healthcare facilities feature aesthetically pleasing designs
and amenities that create a restorative atmosphere. Every doorway contributes to a healing building interior –
increasing patient satisfaction levels, reducing medical errors, and increasing staff efficiency.

Integrated door systems like The Rite Door offer a range of
finishes and options to complement any healthcare facility.

ASSA ABLOY Glass Solutions offers a wide range of
patch fittings, door rails, sliding systems, architectural
pulls, and mechanical and electrified locking products
for glass doors and partitions.

Suited hardware from
ASSA ABLOY Group brands
offer consistent design across
different types of products.

Push pull trim from Corbin
Russwin and SARGENT is
aesthetically-pleasing and
functional.

Creating Bright, Healing Spaces Prioritizing Aesthetics
Many healthcare facilities are opting to
incorporate more glass features into patient
rooms, recovery areas and work spaces in order
to improve patient experience, reduce recovery
time, and promote a healthier work environment
for employees. The proper door openings can
secure these spaces while maintaining the
integrity of the glass design and aesthetics.

View the entire line of glass door hardware
at www.assaabloyglass.us

Gone are the days of the purely clinical healthcare
facility. Today, function meets form to create
healing environments. Beautiful doors and
hardware can now deliver security and meet
building requirements—without sacrificing design.
ASSA ABLOY Group brands have the industry’s
broadest and most impressive line of decorative
products, including coordinated hardware suites
with door levers, pulls, door stops, coat hooks,
hinges and trim as well as stainless steel and hollow
metal doors and frames.

–– your resource
for beautiful doors, frames and hardware
from ASSA ABLOY Group brands. Visit us at
www.thegooddesignstudio.com

I N T ER I O R
S O LU T I O NS

ASSA ABLOY Group brands Ceco Door, Curries and
Fleming offer acoustic door systems with a wide range
of operable STC ratings from 32 to 66.

ASSA ABLOY’s commitment to transparency is evident
in the number of products third-party verified to
leading sustainability standards.

Providing Quiet

Contributing to Healthy
Environments

Peace and quiet are hallmarks of a restorative
environment. Sound Transmission Class
(STC)-rated doorways on patient rooms block
the noise that accompanies the hustle and bustle
of a hospital hallway. Doorway assemblies that
achieve high sound transmission-control ratings
make it easier and more affordable than ever to
implement STC measures.

Every component of today’s healthcare
environment should contribute to a patient’s
well-being. Many ASSA ABLOY Group products
contribute to human health and the bottom
line. Products are designed to be better for the
building occupants, while reducing the footprint
of the building itself. Documents like EPDs, HPDs,
and Declare labels help to promote transparent
research of building materials. In addition,
energy savings case studies confirm the role
of electrified products and exterior envelope
solutions. All work together to support even the
most progressive building certification programs
known to the industry.

S O LU T I O NS
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Sustainable solutions such as the Eco suite of products
(including Securitron EcoPower™ and M680E
Magnalock®, Corbin Russwin and Sargent EcoFlex
locks and exit trim) provide security, style and
convenience while reducing energy consumption.

The HES KS200 server cabinet lock provides
real-time access control to individual cabinet
doors in a single-card system.

Embracing Energy Efficiency
at Every Opening

Protecting Drugs, Devices
and Data

A progressive healthcare facility commits itself to
energy reduction—focusing simultaneously on
human health and environmental health. Looking
beyond typical building elements to doors and
hardware, electrified products and access control
solutions will achieve the greatest energy savings,
while protecting patients and ensuring the most
efficient environment possible.

Pharmaceutical distribution, storage cabinets,
employee lockers, even server cabinets and
their sensitive data are prone to theft. These
small doorways can be protected with a new
generation of cabinet locks that integrate
seamlessly with to the building security control
system, allowing access to be monitored
and tracked for security and compliance.
In addition, healthcare organizations can benefit
from increased visibility into the specific location
of facility assets like equipment and beds as
well as clinicians and staff using real-time
location systems.

I N T ER I O R
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ASSA ABLOY Group brands offer many custom finishing
techniques including the ability to match any color
through powder coating.

HID Location Services, enabled by Bluvision, is a solution
enablement platform that delivers real-time location of
clinicians, patients and devices.

Way-Finding for Patients,
Staff and Visitors

Tracking Assets and Clinicians
to Improve Patient Experience

Modern healthcare facilities use color to help
patients and visitors, many who do not visit
often, to find their way around. While much
focus is on color-coding walls, floors, decor and
signage, expanding to doors and hardware can
help tie the aesthetic and functionality together.

Healthcare organizations can benefit from
increased visibility into the specific location of
facility assets like equipment and beds as well as
clinicians and staff using location services.
Using data-driven analytics generated from
real-time location systems (RTLS), these systems
optimize clinician accountability, patient
throughput, and asset management.

For more information on HID Location
Services, enabled by Bluvision, visit
www.hidglobal.com/healthcare

Selecting Solutions for Specialized
Healthcare Uses
Each environment in a healthcare facility has different door opening needs specific to the purpose of the space.
Our specialized solutions form a comprehensive yet manageable system to secure patients, staff and assets.

ASSA ABLOY SL500 overhead concealed sliding
door systems are a great solution for emergency
room entrances.

Medeco offers Intelligent Key cylinders that provide access
control without hardwiring. Simply replace mechanical
cylinders with electronic cylinders in existing door
hardware for efficient and cost-effective installation.

Emergency Room

Treatment Room

As the first point of entry for many patients –
and often during traumatic situations – securing
this space is critical. Doctors and nurses must
rely on solutions that will keep patients and staff
safe while maintaining a sterile environment and
allowing them to transport patients with ease.

Specialized entry systems ensure that only
authorized personnel can access the sensitive
environment of treatment rooms. Additionally,
cabinet locks with badge readers extend access
control to surgical carts by offering both an audit
trail and quick keyless entry for staff.

For more automatic door solutions,
visit www.assaabloyentrance.us or
www.assaabloyentrance.ca

SP EC I A L IZED
S O LU T I O NS

With a comprehensive product offering that encompasses
durable doors and hardware, ASSA ABLOY Group brands
can be used to secure any patient room opening.

Patient room aesthetics and functionality play a large role
in the healing experience. Pemko sliding track hardware
and decorative doors from Ceco Door, Curries and Fleming
help provide a more home-like feeling, enhancing patient
experience.

Patient Room
Comfort is key. Calm patients heal more quickly,
and satisfied patients elevate hospital ratings,
resulting in additional funding. Whether it’s the

restroom door or the patient room door, these
solutions must blend acoustics and aesthetics
with ease-of-access for patients and staff.

S O LU T I O NS
SP EC I A L IZED

Patient Room Access Doors from Ceco Door, Curries
and Fleming eliminate the prospect of behavioral health
patients barricading themselves in their rooms by
providing caretaker access.

Beautiful stainless steel doors and frames from Ceco Door,
Curries and Fleming are available in a variety of stainless
finishes and can also have RF-shielding and lead lining –
perfect for any lab or controlled testing environment.

Behavioral Health Unit

Laboratories

One of the top priorities of behavioral health
units is keeping patients safe during recovery
or rehabilitation. Security for visitors and
staff is a critical challenge, while meeting
code requirements adds yet another layer of
complexity to securing these spaces. Specialized
products ensure code compliance and provide
safety for patients, visitors and staff alike.

Labs and cleanrooms in healthcare facilities
require easy to clean, durable elements that add
to the aesthetics of the building, not take away
from it. Other considerations for healthcare
include RF (radio frequency) shielding for
controlled environments as well as radiation
protection from x-ray and imaging rooms.

SP EC I A L IZED
S O LU T I O NS

HES K100 Cabinet Locks with Aperio® technology
safeguard prescription medication while maintaining
compliance with regulations.

Nurses Station
From pharmaceuticals to supplies, nurses and
caregivers face additional challenges when
required to keep track of several different keys
for each type of cabinet or drawer used in daily
care. Cabinet locks provide audit capability
and accountability through a single badge
access system.
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Door Opening Solutions for Healthcare
Whether you are securing a patient room or the emergency room entrance,
ASSA ABLOY offers doors and hardware to complete the opening
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Emergency Room Entrance

Door & Frame: ASSA ABLOY SL500 overhead concealed
automatic sliding door

2

2

Back of House / Maintenance

Door & Frame: Ceco Door, Curries and Fleming Mercury
Energy Efficient Door and Thermal Break frame
Locking Hardware: Sargent 80 Series exit device
Accessories: Markar or Pemko continuous hinge
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inner door
outer door

3

B
 ehavioral Health
Patient Room

Door & Frame: Ceco Door, Curries and
Fleming Patient Room Access Door
Locking Hardware: Corbin Russwin
BHSS trim or Sargent BHW trim 1;
Rockwood 94C recessed flush pull 2
Accessories: Markar DSH1000 double
swing hinge 1; McKinney 3-knuckle
hinge with hospital tips 2
Closer: Sargent 281 Series Door Closer

4

Patient Room

Door & Frame: STC 52 hollow metal
door and frame with sidelight from
Ceco Door, Curries and Fleming
Locking Hardware: Corbin Russwin
HPSK or Sargent ALP push/pull
paddle trim
Accessories: Markar or Pemko
continuous hinge with hospital tip
Closer: Norton 8500 Series Door Closer

5

Office

Door & Frame: Ceco Door, Curries and
Fleming hollow metal door
Locking Hardware: Corbin Russwin
or Sargent IN120 WiFi mortise lock
Accessories: McKinney 3 knuckle
hinges

6

Gift Shop

Door & Frame: Glass door
Locking Hardware: ASSA ABLOY
PDU8000 Series Glass Panic Device
with full-height straight pull
Closer: Rixson 6280 Floor Closer

F R O M C U R B TO C O R E ––

Door Opening Solutions for Healthcare

S P E C I A LT Y

A P P L I C AT I O N S

7

7

Behavioral Health Stairwell

Door and Frame: Ceco Door, Curries and Fleming steel-stiffened door
with lite and steel frame
Locking Hardware: Securitron iMXDa Magnalock® with HID reader,
delayed egress exit device
Accessories: Rockwood kickplate, Markar or Pemko continuous
hinge with hospital tip
Closer: Norton 8501 Series Door Closer

8
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Data Center Server Cabinets

Locking Hardware: HES KS100 Server
Cabinet Lock

9

9

 octor’s Lounge
D
Lockers

Locking Hardware:
HES K200 Cabinet Lock

10

11

10

Operating Room

Door and Frame: ASSA ABLOY VersaMax 2.0 Touchless automatic sliding doors

11

Drug Cart

Locking Hardware: HES K100 Cabinet Lock

Expertise Suited to
Your Needs
ASSA ABLOY takes pride in offering a broad solutions portfolio
that fits into any facility, anywhere. But perhaps even more
important is the expertise we provide to ensure that the
specification, purchase, manufacture, installation and service
of our products are done right.
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Want to learn to do it yourself?
Our qualified team can provide on-site educational
and inspection and survey courses customized for your
facility management needs.
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Maintenance Services: Fire, Smoke + Egress Inspections,
Virtual Design Guides, Life Safety Plans + Drawings
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Construction Services: Punch Lists, Fire Door Inspections,
Smart Tagging

Comprehensive
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Design Services: Virtual Design Guides, Site Surveys,
Specification Services, Access Control + Security
Elevations
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Our expert team of consultants help you design, deliver
and maintain your building’s door openings. Whether
you are an architect, security consultant, contractor,
distributor, or owner, ASSA ABLOY consultants are a
resource throughout the lifecycle of your building. With
a “beginning-to-end” package of consultative and on-site
professional services available, we have the expertise and
tools for all of your door opening needs.
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ASSA ABLOY Openings Studio®
ASSA ABLOY Openings Studio revolutionizes the way you
create and visualize 3D doors, frames and hardware in your
building projects. Our Building Information Modeling (BIM)
software tools offer complete door-opening information
to help architects, contractors and building owners design,
construct and maintain products in their buildings.

ASSA ABLOY Service Centers
Our coast-to-coast network of strategically
located Service Centers in the US brings top
quality doors, frames and hardware closer to
distributors and local job sites. These modern,
fully equipped facilities represent the largest and
most responsive delivery system in the industry.

Our Partners
Distributors: Our large nationwide network
of distribution partners are well versed in our
product offerings and provide many value-added
services including custom modifications,
scheduling and order coordination, inventoried
products, installation, maintenance and repair
assistance.
Access Control Partners: Our access control
locking hardware works with software and
systems from many providers. Each provider
develops, tests and verifies compatibility
between the products we manufacture and
their own software.
Authorized Channel Partners and Certified
Integrators: Through specialized certification
programs, ACPs and CIs are properly trained to
select, purchase and install our access control
hardware to ensure a seamless integration.

More
Opportunities
to Connect
and Learn

ASSA ABLOY Academy
ASSA ABLOY Academy offers a variety of both instructor-led and online
courses that cover best practices for all industry professionals—including
installers, locksmiths, facility managers, architects and distributors—
with programs customized for each audience. In addition, ASSA ABLOY is
available to come to your location for training in our Mobile Installation
Training (MIT) showroom.

Continuing Education Credits
ASSA ABLOY is an approved AIA/CES Passport Provider (American Institute
of Architects/Continuing Education System), offering speakers for
professional organizations and customized classes as well as half- or fullday seminars for architectural firms. We closely adhere to strict program
development, administration and delivery guidelines as prescribed by
the AIA/CES, GBCI /CMP and IDCEC. All of our programs are approved for
“Health, Safety and Welfare” (HSW) credits.

Experiencing Our Solutions Firsthand
For those interested in seeing our full line of solutions in person, we
tour the country with our Mobile Innovation Showrooms. Whether you
are interested in access control or decorative options or key systems,
our Innovation Showrooms are a perfect place to start your research.
In addition, ASSA ABLOY attends many industry-related trade shows
and events. A full listing can be found on our website. We look forward
to meeting you!

ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions
Door Security Solutions
110 Sargent Drive
New Haven, CT 06511
www.assaabloydss.com/healthcare
1 800 DSS EZ4U (377 3948)

ASSA ABLOY Opening Solutions
Door Security Solutions Canada
160 Four Valley Drive
Vaughan, ON L4K 4T9
www.assaabloydss.ca
1 800 461 3007
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